
Btec Creative Media
Summer Independant Work 2022

Research, Analysis
& Design Concept

Welcome to your Summer Independent Learning (SIL) work for BTEC Extended Certificate in 
Creative Digital Media Production. This course will give you the knowledge and skills required to 
make the next step into the creative industries. Some of the key skills required in the industry 
include: research skills;  the ability able to analyse effectively; respond to briefs and commissions;
to have that all important creative spark. 
Therefore you have been given the following tasks to complete, due in your first lesson, which tests 
these key skills.

Task One - Research
Find definitions of some key terms used in media.
target audience     mise-en-scene       diegetic sound        connotation       genre  

Task Two - Analysis
Watch the following 30 second advertisement for 
thortful.com and answer the following questions.
You are advised to watch the advertisement at least five 
times, as every time you watch it you will see and hear 
something new.
We would then like you to answer some questions. Some 
are short answers, some longer.
Where appropriate use the media terminology.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dATO0Lmxxig
see next page for questions

Look at any other thortful.com advertisements - do they share any qualities?  Make notes.

Task Three - Create
thortful.com are wanting to get some creative ideas for their Christmas campaign which will launch 
November 2022. We would like you to come up with a concept for a new 30 second advertisement. 
You have free rein on how this advertisement would be made, the storyline, the setting, 
the characters, choice of music etc.

What you must ensure is the following:
Target Audience of males & females 16+
Must be able to be broadcast across different platforms, ITV, Ch4, Ch5, Netflix, Sky, Youtube in what 
is known as peak or family viewing of 5-9pm.
You must include the company slogan & logo and potential tone.

Please complete the following - a script and accompanying storyboard for your idea.

Watch How to Storyboard - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ux_Em1lVsjI
Storyboard sheet will either need to be printed or create your own using the template.



Watch the advertisement at least 5 times before you answer the questions.
You may watch the advertisement as many times as you need as you answer the questions.

Please make specific references to aspects from advertisement.

Q1. Give one way the camera been used to create meaning for the audience? [2 marks]

Q2. Give one way colour been used to create meaning for the audience? [2 marks]

Q3. Give one way the setting give meaning to the audience?  [2 marks]
 

Q4. Give two examples of how sound has been used in the advertisement?  [4 marks]
 And what meaning does that give the audience.

Q6. How are the characters created & used to have an effect on the audience? [8 marks]
 



Sample Script Format



Story board           Sheet No

Production Title     Production Team

Shot No Shot Type   Timing camera movement, music, sound, notes

Edit - visual           Edit - audio

Shot No Shot Type   Timing camera movement, music, sound, notes

Edit - visual           Edit - audio

Shot No Shot Type   Timing camera movement, music, sound, notes

Edit - visual           Edit - audio


